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Overview Of RATA
The Refrigeration & Air-Conditioning Trades Association Ltd. (RATA) is one of the oldest association working for the development of
Air-Conditioning & Refrigeration industry in India. Established in the year 1949, the association brings together people from the entire
industry and gives them a central forum to help them accomplish their common goal of making progress and achieving success.
To bring this vision to reality, RATA with its base of ethics and a strong code of conduct, actively and responsibly helps its members to
grow and has also encouraged new entries for the expansion and betterment of the industry.
RATA believes in providing a platform to its members to showcase their offerings which in turn will promote internal as well as external
trade. In this constantly evolving industry and changing market trends, the association contributes towards the promotion and an
overall development of its members and the industry by encompassing companies and traders to organize promotional, educative
and informative events.
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Nova HVAC Systems (India) Pvt Ltd
Auro Engineering Company
H. J. International
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Filko Enggineering Co
T J Controls
Airofrost HVAC Systems Pvt Ltd
Anshutech Airconditioning Pvt Ltd
Arkk Consulting
Dikshit Consultants & Engineers Pvt Ltd
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How Kirana Stores are embracing technology
to interact better with customers
Source: ET Retail

P Mahendran’s Muthukani Stores in Chennai’s Villivakkam is like any other kirana store, but with a slight
twist. If you were to enter his shop, you will find an LED screen showing various offers and also a custommade tablet to generate bills and keep accounts of customers.
Muthukani Stores is one of the many kirana stores across the country that have embraced technology so
as to engage better with the customer, even as a bunch of startups, such as Snapbizz, Applicate and
Goodbox, exploit this largely untapped space through retailer only or consumer-facing apps.
“We are trying to disrupt the biggest space of retail business in India, much bigger than the size of all
ecommerce put together. The potential and scale of opportunity is huge considering that 90% of the
$500-billion retail market is still being services by these small retailers,” said Ranjeet Kumar, founder and
chief executive of Applicable IT solutions, whose product Trade Gini is targeted at retailers.
The retailer app connects the kirana store to various authorised suppliers of brands, helps them keep a
track of the inventory, generate bills, decide various offers based on suggestions, and updates the
retailers on prices, schemes and offers.
“We give the retailers a custom-made tablet, a printer, a scanner and a wireless LED TV. The TV can allow
brands to connect to the customer at the point of sale images keep popping on the screen. The retailers
can earn money out of this, too. One can now give printed bill and also connect with the customers
through SMSes,” said Prem Kumar, CEO of Snapbizz. According to the startups, the entry of technology
brings down transparency issues and creates a level playing field.
“Before, if there was an update from the company only, say 30%, of retailers would get to know,” said
Kumar. “We even have a helpdesk to address all issues and connect to the brand directly for any queries.
We are also working on bringing in more languages.”
Bengaluru-based Goodbox offers a consumer-facing app, integrated with MobiKwik payment gateway
and caters to even local restaurant brands and government agencies like Bengaluru’s electricity board,
BESCOM, other than the local grocery stores.
Our app’s backbone is a chat platform, which is a connect between the customer and the retailer. The
app user has options of ‘My list’ and ‘Near Me’ where they can have a record of all the items they buy and
see all the merchants near their location, respectively,” said Abey Zachariah, cofounder and CEO of
Goodbox.
The business model of these startups revolves around taking a cut from the suppliers and companies for
visibility, or raising money through subscription.
The kirana stores are welcoming technology as it makes a difference in their daily lives.

Now, get your email address in Hindi
Source: ET Tech

Startup Data Xgen Technologies has started a paid email address service in Hindi characters or
Devanagiri scripts, and plans to roll out free registrations of such Ids on the lines of Gmail, Outlook and
Yahoo soon.
“A few hundred IDs have been created till now on .bharat domain, which is available in Devanagiri
script. Anyone interested in Hindi script ID can visit our website and buy email package as per their
need,” Data Xgen Technologies Founder Ajay Data told PTI.
Email sent from these addresses is supported by leading service providers like Gmail and Microsoft.
“Besides communicating in Hindi, people can send emails from addresses created in Hindi script to
Gmail, Outlook and some of the other addresses. We wish to start a free email id on .bharat domain
soon just like Gmail of India for Hindi domains and soon we will work with the government to do that,”
Data said.
To bring more people on Internet, government is pushing website and email addresses in Hindi or
Devanagari scripts. The National Internet Exchange of India (NIXI) has asked domain or website name
sellers to provide free .bharat (in Devanagari script) to everyone who buys a “.in” domain name.
In a meeting held at the Ministry of Electronics and IT, Google and Microsoft said that their email
services accept and can send messages to email addresses created in Hindi or Devanagari script but
they do not have immediate plans to provide such email addresses.
When contacted, Google shared a blog post in which it said, “Language should never be a barrier
when it comes to connecting with others and with this step forward, truly global email is now even
closer to becoming a reality.”
The blog mentioned that it has added 13 languages from Gmail services which includes Afrikaans,
Chinese (Hong Kong), Georgian, Khmer, Lao, Mongolian, Nepali, Sinhala and Zulu.
Microsoft said that it continues to enhance the capabilities and make it easy for users to use and adopt
local languages using its technology and this includes domain names in local languages.
“The current versions of Internet Explorer, Microsoft Edge and MS Outlook 2016 all support Indian
languages including Hindi and international email addresses,” a Microsoft spokesperson said.

RATA 69th AGM
Date: 30th August, 2018

RATA 66th AGM was held on 30th Aug 2018 at RATA Office, Prabhadevi, Mumbai.
Mr. Akash Varma to gave members clarity on the income and expenditure of RATA. The
Minutes and AGM report was passed by the members. Mr Ajit Panicker gave a detailed
presentation on the activities undertaken in the last financial year and activities planned for
future. Everyone present appreciated the efforts put in by RATA committee to help the
association and trade members grow in HVAC & R industry. There was a detailed discussion
of RATA website and the revenue planning for promoting the website.

